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Uptake of SO2 by Polycrystalline Water Ice
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We have investigated two previous experimental studies (Clap-
saddle and Lamb, 1989; Conklin et al. 1989) of SO2 uptake into
polycrystalline ice the results of which seem to conflict. Both stud-
ies employed porous packed beds prepared by freezing 200-µm-
diameter water drops in liquid nitrogen followed by aging. In the
absence of oxidation, uptake was measured via frontal chromatog-
raphy at various temperatures between −60 and − 1◦C, with SO2

mixing ratios between 15 and 100 ppb. The experiments differed
primarily in the ice surface areas and exposure times, yielding pur-
portedly equilibrium surface coverages that differed by more than
a factor of 50. The uptake increased with temperature and with
a less than linear dependence on partial pressure. Our compari-
son shows that a kinetic model is needed for interpretation partly
explaining the apparent discrepancy between the two investigated
uptake experiments. The uptake rates, its amount, and its temper-
ature dependence suggest that SO2 dissociates and diffuses into an
internal reservoir for example comprised of veins and nodes, but
not into a surface layer as previously hypothesized. Whereas slow
diffusion may remain undetected during the relatively short time
scales of laboratory experiments, it may dominate trace gas uptake
by natural ice. We suggest that dry deposition schemes of SO2 onto
snowpacks in climate models should include the kinetics of uptake
and account for the temperature and pressure dependencies found
in the laboratory studies reviewed here. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: ice, SO2 uptake; quasi-liquid layer; veins.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite 150 years of research into the physics of water ice
review see (3–5)) considerable debate still revolves around
nature of the ice surface and its interaction with a gaseous
vironment (6–10). Recent studies (e.g., (11–17)) have vario
invoked surface adsorption, absorption into a surface-melte
“quasi-liquid” layer (QLL), bulk diffusion into the ice lattice
and segregation into inclusions or grain boundaries as pos
uptake mechanisms. Under some circumstances, especia
relatively high partial pressures, the uptake may lead to sig
cant melting point depression, to the formation of hydrates,
to environmentally important chemical reactions (e.g., (18, 1
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: huthw@at
umnw.ethz.ch.
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Natural ice occurs in a wide range of forms and is inva
ably exposed to many different chemical species (see Ho
1974 (5), Chap. 10, or Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999
Chap. 12, for overviews). Ice in the atmosphere often fo
within clouds as single crystals that aggregate and fall to
surface as snow, but polycrystals also arise in clouds during
freezing of supercooled water drops, leading to graupel an
hail. Snow and ice on the surface, such as the seasonal s
pack, glaciers, and lake or sea ice, are typically polycrystallin
nature. Polycrystalline ice is characterized by numerous ice
boundaries that separate the individual “grains” of monoc
talline ice from each other. The network of “grain boundarie
(surfaces between two grains), “veins” (the linear intersecti
of grain boundaries), and “nodes” (the junctions of veins) i
polycrystalline system provides a complex matrix within wh
environmental chemicals may interact (20–23).

The rates and total amount of the gas taken up by any g
ice sample depend on a number of parameters, most notab
temperature and the partial pressure of the gas, and the su
state of the ice, as well as its polycrystallinity and bulk morph
ogy (24, 25). Temperature plays a particularly important rol
controlling the rate of gaseous exchange across the solid–v
interface, as well as the magnitude of the overall uptake.
temperature dependence of the hypothesized liquid-like pro
ties of the ice surface (26–32), for instance, has been invoke
explain various experimental data and to model environme
effects (1, 6, 17, 33, 34). Because the thickness of the d
dered surface region of ice increases strongly as the temper
approaches the melting point, one might reasonably expec
equilibrium uptake to increase with temperature, in opposi
to classical adsorption behavior. Such anomalous behavi
clearly seen in the packed ice bed experiments of Clapsa
and Lamb (1) and Conklinet al. (2), but we will see later tha
simple interpretations based on absorption into a QLL may
be fully justified.

When in contact with highly water-soluble acidic vapors, l
HCl or HNO3, ice may melt even under quite low gas part
pressures (16, 19, 35). For example, melting is known to
cur at HCl partial pressures of 8× 10−3 Pa near temperatures
−70◦C (34). Such melting can influence both the uptake amo
and the kinetics of the uptake process (for example, see (
On the other hand, the low solubility of a gas like SO2 leads
7 0021-9797/01 $35.00
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the SO2/ice system plotted as temperatureTversus
SO2 mole fraction expressed as % in the solution, calculated after Gmelin
Solid curves represent the coexistence temperature of the aqueous SO2 solution
with ice and with the SO2 · 6H2O hydrate, respectively. Dotted lines show t
composition/temperature dependence for constant SO2 mixing ratios (in ppb=
10−9, %= 10−2) at normal pressure. Various symbols indicate measurem
of the melting point depression for solutions of different compositions, as g
in (62).

to melting point depressions that are negligible at typical at
spheric mixing ratios (which range from several ppt in rural ar
to occasionally over 100 ppb in highly polluted regions (36
Consideration of the bulk SO2–water phase diagram (Fig. 1
shows that a mixing ratio of 0.1–1% (corresponding to an S2

partial pressure of 102–103 Pa) is necessary to reduce the melt
point of ice by 0.1◦C. Given the modest Henry’s law consta
of SO2 in water (e.g., (37)), such a partial pressure correspo
to an aqueous SO2 concentration of about 0.1 mol%. The fo
mation of other solid phases, such as the SO2 · 6H2O hydrate,
becomes possible only once the SO2 partial pressures becom
greater than about 3× 104 Pa. Therefore, SO2 partial pressures
as they occur in the natural environment and as they were
in the laboratory as discussed below lead neither to meltin
ice nor to the formation of new phases.

As a consequence of the importance of SO2 chemistry in the
environment, particular attention has been paid in recent y
to SO2 uptake by water ice. Several laboratory experiments h
investigated this phenomenon using diverse experimental t
niques over a range of thermodynamic conditions (1, 2, 33,
43). For example, Mitraet al. (41) measured uptake onto de
dritic snowflakes and Valdezet al. (39) investigated uptake int
growing ice, while Conklinet al. (2, 33) and Clapsaddle an
Lamb (1) studied the uptake of SO2 into packed beds of poly
crystalline ice. Both direct comparison of experimental res
and identification of the relevant physical/chemical mechani
are made difficult in the absence of a verifiable process mo

In this paper we focus attention on the two sets of pack
bed experiments by Conklinet al. (2) and by Clapsaddle an
Lamb (1) (referred to hereafter as C and CL, respectively),
cause the preparation of the ice samples, the partial press
the temperatures, and the experimental setups were simila
well controlled. Despite these similarities, the empirical fin
ings and conclusions of the authors differed substantially.

goal of this paper is therefore to compare various models of
uptake with the results obtained from these two experiment
ER ET AL.
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order to infer the likely uptake reservoir and to see if a co
mon mechanism of uptake exists. After a brief review of
C and CL packed-bed experiments and their original findin
we apply theoretical expressions (derived in the Appendix)
time-dependent uptake to the laboratory data. The discussio
the results leads us to conclude that the common mecha
was likely to have been diffusion into a temperature-depend
reservoir, most likely the veins, nodes, or grain boundarie
the polycrystalline ice. Finally, we offer ways to apply this ne
model of the uptake process to interactions of trace gases
ice in the natural environment.

2. METHODS

2.1. The Packed-Bed Experiments Reviewed

Both C and CL investigated the uptake of gaseous SO2 into
packed ice beds by frontal chromatography using practic
identical experimental setups. In both sets of experimen
gaseous mixture of prehumidified air and SO2 with a constant
input partial pressurepin was passed through the packed b
of ice held at a chosen temperatureT . The data were presente
in terms of breakthrough curves, i.e., graphs of measured2
partial pressurepout(t) leaving the ice sample at timet after
the gas inflow began. Each experiment ran for a timetend (the
SO2–ice exposure time), defined roughly as the point at wh
pout(tend)= pin within experimental accuracy. (We will show be
low that equilibrium was probably not reached in either the
or CL experiments.) Att = tend≈ 1 to 6 h, C assumed that th
uptake was finished and that the ice was saturated. The up
amount in the experiments of C was determined by chem
analysis (ion chromatography) of the melted ice sample. By c
trast, the CL experiments had typical SO2–ice exposure times
of 1 to 2 days, and even then it appears that saturation wa
reached. Therefore, CL (who determined the uptake by s
tracting the up- and downstream concentrations measured
a flame-photometric sulfur analyzer) estimated the total up
by extrapolating the breakthrough curves to infinite time un
the assumption of an exponential approach to saturation.
important to note that no measurable oxidation occurred du
the uptake process in either set of experiments. The SO2 mixing
ratios used by both C and CL ranged between 15 and 100 p
normal atmospheric pressure. Hence, with temperatures b
−1◦C both experiments are clearly in the stability domain of
(Fig. 1).

The packed beds of ice were prepared by both C and C
a similar manner. Thus, differences in the morphology of
ice samples are expected to be of minor importance. In e
case, droplets of distilled water were allowed to fall into a liqu
nitrogen bath, where they froze to form ice spheres of appr
mately 200µm in diameter. These spheres were packed into
ice-coated glass tube and then allowed to sinter together at a
stant temperature (at−6◦C in the CL experiments, and−25◦C
gas
s in
in C’s experiments) over a period of several days prior to an
experimental run. The aging process stabilized the ice samples
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UPTAKE OF SO2 BY POLY

against significant changes in specific surface area. Thin-se
analysis showed that the samples were highly polycrystal
contained many ice–ice (“grain”) boundaries, veins and no
and had porosities close to 0.4 (i.e., 40% of the total volume
open to air) (1).

The main differences between the two setups were the len
L of the packed ice beds (L = 0.25 m in CL’s andL = 0.125 m
in C’s experiment) and, hence the exposed surface area
will be shown later, these differences are responsible to a l
degree for the differences between the data sets obtained
the two sets of experiments. Also, C and CL determined the
tal surface areaAtot

ice differently. Whereas C used stereology,
optical method, CL measured the flow resistance of the pa
ice bed. It is unfortunately difficult to assess the systematic
rors introduced by either of these different methods of surf
area determination. The specific surface area determined b
flow-resistance method varied between 30–70 m2 kg−1, indi-
cating a factor of 2 variability from sample to sample. In o
analysis we use the average valuesAtot

ice= 3.17 m2 for the CL
data andAtot

ice= 1.04 m2 for the C data. As we show below, th
difference in available surface area contributed substantial
the divergence of findings in the C and CL studies.

2.2. Analytical Approach

The nature of the interaction mechanism determines the f
of the breakthrough curve and the accumulated uptake. In o
to constrain the likely interaction mechanisms, we compa
the observed breakthrough curves with theoretical predict
for different assumed mechanisms. In the Appendix we h
therefore derivedpout(t) for three candidate mechanisms: (
diffusive uptake of a nondissociating gas (Eq. [A.6], in the A
pendix), (b) diffusive uptake of a dissociating trace gas (
[A.7]), and (c) adsorptive uptake of a nondissociating trace
(Eq. [A.8]).

The main kinetic model used in this paper is based on E
[A.6] and [A.8], which can be used directly for a nondissociat
gas or a dissociating species (only for very short exposure tim
Eq. [A.7] must be used). For all but the shortest uptake times
have

pout(t) = p(L , t) = pin exp

(
− εAtot

ice

vVair
H∗
√

D

π t

)
[1]

and

H∗ ≈ H0+
√

K H0kBT

pin
. [2]

Here,Vair= F L/v is the volume of the packed bed filled by air,F
is the volumetric flow rate of air through the column of lengthL,v
is the flow velocity,D (m2 s−1) is the diffusion coefficient for SO2

∗
in the ice reservoir,H is the dimensionless Henry’s law consta
(which takes the possibility of dissociation of the species up
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uptake into account), andεAtot
ice is the ice surface area effective

available for uptake (ε is analogous to the “effectiveness facto
mentioned by Keyser and Leu (24)). Note thatε= 1 if the uptake
reservoir covers the entire surface, butε <1 if uptake occurs only
at certain locations, such as grain boundaries, veins, or no
The effective Henry’s law constant,H∗ describes the overal
solubility of SO2 in the packed bed, i.e., in all possible reservo
such as the ice matrix, grain boundaries, or veins. This param
also accounts for both the molecular and ionic component
the dissolved trace gas, provided that dissociation occurs
Eq. [2],H0 is the dimensionless Henry’s law constant describ
the solubility of the hydrated but undissociated species,K is the
dissociation constant,kB is the Boltzmann constant, andT is the
temperature.

In Eq. [1] there is only one free parameter,εH∗D1/2, which
has to be determined from the experiments. In order to de
mine the fit forεH ∗D1/2 from the breakthrough curves, we use
the latter part of the signal, where diffusion appears to be
dominant uptake process, excluding the initial, nondiffusive p
where nondiffusive processes are still confusing the picture. T
is, we used all the data in an interval (tmin, tend) chosen to opti-
mize the fit between the data and calculations from Eq. [1]. T
sensitivity of the best-fit parameters to variations intmin gives an
estimate of the uncertainties in these fitted values. We calcul
εH∗D1/2 for tmin= 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 h. The choice oftmin did not
systematically change the value we obtained forεH ∗D1/2.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Fractional Coverage

The results from the C and CL experiments may be expres
in terms of a fractional coverage of the ice surface by the S2.
The effective coverageθ (pin, T, t), defined as the number o
SO2 molecules taken up by the ice during the time interval (0, t)
divided by the number of molecules in a complete monola
on the ice surface, is related to the upstream and downstr
partial pressures (pin and pout(t), respectively) via

θ (pin, T, t) = Fa0

Atot
ice

∫ t

0

pin − pout(t ′)
kT

dt′, [3]

wherea0= 10−19 m2 is the approximate area occupied by
molecule in a surface monolayer.

Figure 2 shows the effective coverageθ (pin, T, tend) as deter-
mined by C and CL. The major experimental findings by C a
CL, illustrated by the data plotted in Fig. 2, are as follows:

• Large SO2 coverages were found by CL (about 50 tim
more than was found by C);
• SO2 uptake increased with increasing temperature (over

range from−60 to−1◦C);

nt
on
• SO2 uptake increased less than linearly with increasing mix-

ing ratio (over the range from 15 to 100 ppb).
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FIG. 2. Effective coverage of SO2 derived from the measurements b
CL (1) and C (2). An effective coverageθ = 1 corresponds to an uptake o
1019 molecules of SO2 per square meter of ice. Error bars indicate the unc
tainties of the data as given by the authors. (Figure taken from (63)).

Interpretation of the data in terms of uptake mechanisms m
explain these properties of the time-integrated uptake, as we
the kinetics of the process (as represented by the breakthr
curves). The important clues to the uptake mechanism are
remarkable differences in the amounts of SO2 taken up in the
two experiments and the observed anomalous temperatur
pendence found in both experiments.

3.2. Time Dependence of Uptake

Comparisons of time-resolved data with calculations fr
various kinetic models serve to identify possible mechani
of uptake. Figure 3 shows a typical breakthrough curve.
crosses represent data from CL forpin corresponding to 25 pp
at normal pressure (105 Pa) andT = −15◦C, whereas the solid

FIG. 3. A typical SO2 breakthrough curve by CL. Crosses: Breakthrou
data as measured by Clapsaddle and Lamb (1) for the case of 25 ppb2,

−15◦C. Solid line: fit to Eq. [1]. Dotted line: fit to Eq. [A.8]. (Figure taken from
(63)).
ER ET AL.
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curve shows the best fit to the data assuming purely diffus
uptake (Eq. [1]). The dotted curve in Fig. 3 results when sim
adsorption is assumed to occur without dissociation (Eq. [A.
Although only one fitting parameter, namelyεH∗D1/2,
can be used for the diffusive-uptake model, whereas
parameters (ka andkd) are adjustable in the adsorption mode
the fit is clearly better for diffusive uptake. In both cases
assumedpout(t →∞) = pin. We performed a similar analysi
on the other 13 experiments performed by CL, those for−5◦C,
−10◦C,−15◦C, and−30◦C over the experimental range of SO2

partial pressures, and found equally good agreement with
diffusive uptake model fort > 1–3 h. The agreement for th
initial period was not particularly good, presumably becau
other processes, such as wall effects in the gas-flow system
adsorption, likely dominated.

Given some confidence that a model based on diffusion
netics is appropriate, we next seek common ground between
empirical results of C and CL. The greatest likelihood for succ
exists when the temperatures and imposed partial pressur
the two experiments are similar, as in Fig. 4, where a logarith
scale was chosen in order to facilitate the comparison. The
from C (solid dots) were taken at−1◦C with pin corresponding
to 68–89 ppb at normal pressure (105 Pa) (curve in Fig. 2a of
C). As shown in Fig. 4a, we applied Eq. [1] to the experime
tal results from CL (crosses) forpin corresponding to 90 ppb
at normal pressure andT =−5◦C for their experimental setup
L = 0.25 m,F = 830 cm3 min−1, andAtot

ice= 3.17 m2. The solid
curve is based on the best-fit value ofεH∗D1/2 = 2.7× 10−4 m
s−1/2. The dotted line is the breakthrough curve calculated
the conditions used by C (L = 0.125 m, F = 600 cm3 min−1,
Atot

ice= 1.04 m2) with the same value for the fitting paramete
Whereas the model does not yield complete agreement with
breakthrough curves of C, some improvement has been achi
by taking account of the different experimental setups within
framework of the kinetic model.

Figure 4b shows the integrated effective coverageθ (90 ppb,
−5◦C, t) calculated from Eq. [3] for the same measurements
CL (as shown by the crosses in Fig. 4a). The horizontal ar
in Fig. 4b shows the equilibrium coverage estimated by CL
the basis of their exponential extrapolation. The diffusive mo
suggests that uptake should continue well above this limit, p
vided the diffusion depth (

√
Dt) remains smaller than the rad

of the ice grains in the packed bed (i.e., provided that the re
voir does not saturate). The asymptote (straight line in Fig. 4
as derived from Eqs. [1] and [3], is given by

θ (t À t0)→ 2a0εH∗pin

kBT

√
Dt

π
, [4]

where the threshold timet0= (L Aeff
iceH∗/(vVair))2D/π (t0 ≈ 1 h

for the CL andt0 ≈ 15 min for the C experiments). If diffusion o
SO2 into a large reservoir is indeed the main uptake mechani

the effective coverage should be expected to increase, along the
asymptote, in proportion to

√
t .
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FIG. 4. (a) Breakthrough curves as measured by CL for−5◦C and 90 ppb
SO2 (crosses) and by C for−1◦C and 69–89 ppb SO2 (solid dots). Error bars
for C are inferred from graphical reading from Fig. 2a in C. Solid line:
of the data of CL to Eq. [1] yieldingεH∗D1/2 = 2.7× 10−4 m s−1/2 with
(Atot

ice = 3.17 m2, F = 830 cm3 min−1). Dotted line: calculated breakthroug
curve usingε HD1/2 as determined from CL’s data and the experimental c
ditions of C’s experiment. (Atot

ice = 1.04 m2, corresponding to a tube length
0.125 m,F = 600 cm3 min−1.) (b) Effective coverage corresponding to the t
cases in (a). Crosses and solid curve: integrated results for CL calculated
Eq. [3]. Dotted curve: calculated coverage in C’s experiment usingε HD1/2 as de-
rived from CL’s experiment. Dots: coverage as determined by C via liquid-p
analysis. (Solid dot,−1◦C; open dot,−8◦C.) The straight line is the asympto
according Eq. [4]. The horizontal arrow shows the coverage determined
CL’s exponential extrapolation. (Figure taken from (63)).

The dots in Fig. 4b show the corresponding effective co
age from the C experiments based on their liquid-phase ana
of the melted ice at the conclusion of the experiment for−8◦C
(open dot) and−1◦C (solid dot). The largest part of the appa
ent discrepancy (more than a factor of 70) between this v
(approximately 8× 10−4) and that (horizontal arrow, 6× 10−2)
obtained by CL is due to the different tube lengths (and
smaller extent different volumetric flow rates)—i.e., to differe
values oft0 for the two experiments and the exponential extr
olation used by CL (horizontal arrow in Fig. 4b). In effect, t
exposure time required to reach apparent saturation of the
umn in the CL experiment is 4 times longer than that in th

experiment. The remaining discrepancy of less than a facto
3 between the two data sets (open dot in Fig. 4b vs cross a
RYSTALLINE WATER ICE 151
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same time) may be caused by experimental uncertainties,
face uptake, different ice packing densities, or slightly differ
sintering parameters. As noticed by C, their value (open
is not entirely consistent with their breakthrough curve (so
dots in Fig. 4a). Such a discrepancy might arise from a drif
the SO2 gas analyzer, as mentioned by C, and could parti
explain the relatively poor comparison of their data with
diffusive model. In addition, nondiffusive processes might
more important during the shorter duration of C’s experime
compared to those of CL. We note also that CL’s breakthro
curves deviate from the diffusive kinetics during the first 1–
as discussed above (cf. Fig. 4b).

4. DISCUSSION

The results of this study offer new insights into the behav
of SO2 in contact with polycrystalline ice. The kinetic model
able to explain the time dependence of the CL laboratory
very well, at least beyond the first 1–3 h of contact. Moreov
the integrated amounts of uptake measured by the two s
rate laboratories (C and CL) are seen to be consistent with
other within the context of our diffusive uptake model. The
netics of the observed uptake suggest a slow diffusive proc
although the uptake reservoir has yet to be established.
way of constraining the possible uptake mechanisms furthe
have compared the major features of the observed uptake
those predictable from a set of conceivable processes. The
patibility of each process with the available data is presente
Table 1, parts of which are detailed in this section. The m
observations to be explained are the pressure and tempe
dependencies of the uptake, the observed kinetics, and the r
large size of the implied reservoir.

4.1. Bulk Reservoirs: Liquid Water, Ice Matrix

The magnitude of the fitting parameter (εH∗D1/2) used in
the kinetic model reveals information about the asymptotic
havior of uptake (via Eq. [4]), as well as about the nature
the gas–ice interaction in general. To see how important the
lattice itself might be in taking up SO2, we estimated the appa
ent ice–water partition coefficient for SO2 (defined as the ratio
of overall solubilities in ice and liquid,Ksl ≡ H∗sc/H∗liq). The
apparent Henry’s law constant in a single crystal (H∗sc) was es-
timated from the diffusivity of trace gases in single crystalsDsc

and the packed-bed results under the assumption thatε= 1: for
−5◦C, we findH∗sc= (H∗D1/2)exp/D1/2

sc ' 3× 104. This value
is approximately equal toH∗liq , yielding an inferred partition co
efficient ofKsl= H∗sc/H∗liq ' 1, which would imply equal solu
bilities of the trace gas in water and the ice crystal. By contr
measured values of the partition coefficient for ionic species
typically well below 10−2 (44). Thus, the large observed upta
of SO2 cannot be accounted for by diffusion into the crys
lattice.
r of
t the

The amount of SO2 taken up in the packed-bed experiments
is large, as is most easily seen by calculating the fraction of
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Different Uptake Processes and Their Compatibility with the C and CL Ice Packed Bed Experimentsa

Magnitude of uptake Pressure dependence Temperature dependence Kinetics

Ice lattice (−) (±) (−) (+)
Observed uptake too Expect∼ p1/2, but if T ↓ ⇔ θ ↑, contrary to Dsc< 10−16 m2 s−1

large defects are involved observation
then expect∼ p1/3

Bulk water (−) (+) (−) (−)
Observed uptake too ∼ p1/2, Expect dissociation T ↓ ↔ θ ↑, contrary to Dliq > Dmax, but observed

large observation kinetics shows no saturati

Adsorption (+) (±) (−) (−)
θ ∼ 10−3–10−4 are Unknown T ↓ ↔ θ ↑, contrary to Breakthrough curve contrary

acceptable values observation to observation; see Fig.

Veins (±) (+) (+) (+)
Wall effects may enhance ∼ p1/2, Expect dissociation ∼ (T − T0)−1.1, H∗D1/2(T); Proximity of walls may

uptake see text decrease diffusivity

Grain boundaries (±) (±) (±) (+)
Wall effects may enhance Expect dissociation; wall Unknown Proximity of walls may

uptake effects may be important decrease diffusivity

QLL (−) (±) (−) (−)
Observed uptake too large Expect dissociation; wall ∼ (T − T0)−1/3; temperature QLL expected to saturate

(see Table 2); interface effects may be important dependence weaker than quickly
may enhanceH∗QLL observed

a (+) indicates the data are compatible with the model predictions for this reservoir. (−) indicates the data are incompatible with the model predictions
this reservoir. (±) indicates compatibility cannot be determined. For description see text. Diffusivity in single crystalsDsc, in the liquid phaseDliq , maximum
diffusivity without saturation within the experimental time scales of the CL experimentDmax. “Wall effects” refers to the possibility of enhanced integration

solute molecules into the transition region between the crystalline ice matrix and the liquid phase in veins, grain boundaries, or QLL, due to the specific nature of
matter in these small reservoirs.
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water in the ice sample that would be in a liquid state were
uptake reservoir to be bulk water in equilibrium with the giv
gas-phase partial pressure. This fraction is shown in the
column of Table 2, where the effective Henry’s law consta
for SO2 in supercooled water have been estimated for the i
cated temperatures (37). The last column of Table 2 expre
this liquid fraction as an equivalent thickness of a liquid sh
that would coat the surface of ice spheres 100µm in radius. In
the experimental case at−5◦C and 90 ppb SO2, for instance,
more than half of the sample would have been liquid, fo
ing a wet mush. Such a sample state was not observed, a
would moreover be inconsistent with the ice–SO2 phase diagram
(Fig. 1). The partial pressures of SO2 used by C and CL were
far too small to cause the ice to melt. The calculated fract
and depths of liquid, especially at the higher temperatures
physically unreasonable and suggest that a reservoir other
bulk liquid was active.

The empirical dependence ofεH∗D1/2 on pin does, neverthe
less, reveal behavior similar to that of trace gas interactions
liquid water. (Any dependence of the effective Henry’s law c
stant (H ∗) on solute concentrations and hence on the trace
pressure will be reflected directly throughεH∗D1/2, sinceD1/2

is not expected to depend on concentration or pressure.) Fig

shows the variation of theεH∗D1/2 values derived from the CL
ice-bed experiments with the applied SO2 partial pressure. (The
he
n
ird
ts
di-
ses
ll

-
d it

ns
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han

ith
n-
gas

re 5

error bars show the variation in the fittedεH∗D1/2 values due
to the choice of different fitting intervals from the different C
data sets.) The solid lines are fits to the data at−30◦C and
−15◦C, yielding pressure dependencies ofεH∗D1/2 ∝ p−0.45

in
andεH∗D1/2 ∝ p−0.48

in , respectively. As shown in the Appendi
and by Eq. [2], a species that dissociates upon dissolving in
ter exhibits a pressure dependenceH∗ ∼ p−1/2. Even though
the calculated exponents for higher temperature CL data s
much greater scatter, they too suggest that SO2 very likely disso-
ciates during the uptake into polycrystalline ice. This conclusi
based on an analysis of the uptake kinetics, corroborates th
terpretation given by CL (based on their total uptake analys
A p1/2

in dependence ofθ was also found by other authors (3
41), giving further indication for the involvement of a liquid o
liquid-like reservoir in the uptake process.

The temperature dependence of the measured SO2 uptake in
the ice beds is quite distinctive and provides an important c
for identifying the uptake process. In Fig. 6 we show the value
εH∗D1/2 as derived from the CL data normalized to the va
at −5◦C as a function of inverse temperature. The data h
been divided into three ranges in order to account for the p
sure dependence of the uptake: range I, 1–23 ppb; range II
73 ppb; range III, 90 ppb. The solid line in Fig. 6 shows t

temperature dependence of the Henry’s law coefficient of SO2

in bulk water, as calculated from the Henry’s law coefficient of
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UPTAKE OF SO2 BY POLYC

TABLE 2
Amount of Melt Water in the Ice (if SO2 Reservoir Is Liquid

Water) That Was Necessary To Account for the CL Experimentally
Measured Uptakea

T − T0 pSO2 Liquid Equivalent layer
(◦C) (ppb) fraction thickness (µm)

−5 59 0.42 17
90 0.53 22

−10 29 0.23 8.4
62 0.32 12
90 0.29 11

−15 25 0.11 3.8
60 0.10 3.3
90 0.11 3.7

−30 15 0.012 0.51
21 0.015 0.51
47 0.013 0.44
73 0.013 0.45
93 0.018 0.60

a Third column: amount of melted water expressed as fraction of total w
in the packed bed. Fourth column: amount of melted water expressed as
layer thickness on surface of 100µm ice sphere. These unphysically large liqu
fractions suggest that the SO2 reservoir is not bulk liquid water or a quasi-liqui
layer.

SO2 in water. Whereas the uptake of a gas by bulk liquid w
ter normally decreases with increasing temperature becau
reduced solubility at higher temperatures, the packed-bed
periments are very consistent in showing the opposite beha
Even after accounting for a reasonable temperature depend
for the diffusion coefficient, we still find inadequate agreem
with the data (see dashed curve in Fig. 6).

For the ice lattice, the temperature dependence of the qua
εH∗D1/2 can only be estimated, as there are neither solub
nor diffusivity data for SO2 interacting with single ice crystals
But a comparison with similar systems, such as HNO3 uptake
into single ice crystals by Thibert and Domin´e (16) or uptake of

FIG. 5. Best-fit values forε H∗D1/2 determined from Eq. [1] for the mea
surements of Clapsaddle and Lamb (1) as a function of SO2 mixing ratio.
The solid lines are fits to the data subsets at−30◦C and−15◦C showing

ε H∗D1/2 ∝ p−1/2. (See text for explanation of error bars. Figure taken fro
(63)).
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FIG. 6. Dependence on temperatureT of the packed ice bed results com
pared with various quantities, normalized to the value at−5◦C. Solid line:
solubility of SO2 in water. Dashed line:H∗D1/2 for SO2 in water. Dash-
dotted line:H∗D1/2dQLL for uptake into a quasi-liquid layer (QLL), assum
ing dQLL ∝ (T − T0)−1/3. Dotted line:H∗D1/2r 2

v for uptake into veins. CL-
data: squares, 15 ppb; diamonds, 21–29 ppb; star, 47 ppb; triangles, 50–7
crosses, 90 ppb. To account for the pressure dependence of uptake, the C
have been divided into bins (15 ppb, 1–29 ppb/47–73 ppb/90 ppb). These
have been normalized internally at−10◦C, since only two data sets are availab
at−5◦C. (Figure taken from (63)).

HNO3 into supercooled water, shows them to exhibit a norm
temperature correlation, similar to that shown by the das
curve in Fig. 6 and in clear conflict with the ice bed data. Sim
diffusion of SO2 into either bulk water or bulk ice is therefor
not viable as the uptake mechanism.

4.2. External Interfacial Reservoirs: QLL and Surface Laye

If the uptake reservoir were a surface-melted layer (or Q
at the air–ice interface, then the volume of the uptake rese
might well increase with increasing temperature and offer
explanation for the observed temperature dependence of up
Experiments attempting to measure the thickness increase
temperatureT approaches the ice melting temperatureT0 show
widely varying results, with reported QLL thicknesses at−2◦C
ranging from less than 0.1 to 80 nm (26, 28, 30–32, 45–
Nevertheless, any increase in layer thickness with an incr
in temperature would serve to counter the normal tendenc
gas solubility to be lower at higher temperatures. Indeed, s
an argument has been used to explain data by a number of
authors (e.g., (17, 34)). From a theoretical point of view (
(3) for a review), we note that if the thickness of the lay
dQLL(T), were independent of the chemical composition or ot
electrostatic effects (48) and if van der Waals forces wer
dominate the overall behavior of the layer, we would expe
temperature dependencedQLL ∝ (T − T0)−1/3. We thus obtain
a normalized uptake (H∗D1/2dQLL) as given by the dash-dotte
curve in Fig. 6, a trend with temperature that is too weak at
temperatures and too strong at high temperatures for agree
with the data.

We furthermore emphasize that neither the holding capa
mof any realistic QLL nor the kinetics of uptake into such an in-
terfacial layer are able to explain the experimental data. We have
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already seen that the amounts of SO2 taken up by the packe
beds would require unrealistically thick layers, short of invo
ing some unknown surface interaction. Transport of the so
throughout the QLL by diffusion, too, gives untenable resu
For instance, measurements of the self-diffusion coefficien
the QLL (29) yield the relationshipDliq À DQLL ≈ 10−13 m2

s−1 > Dmax≈ 3× 10−14 m2 s−1, whereDliq is the liquid-phase
diffusivity. From the time scale of CL’s experiments (up to
h) and the size of the ice spheres (100µm radius) saturation ef
fects must occur for diffusivities higher thanDmax. Even though
diffusion within a QLL is much slower than diffusion in a liq
uid, the reservoir would easily saturate within the time frame
a typical experimental run. The QLL is not likely to be the u
take reservoir sought for consistency with the SO2 packed-bed
findings.

4.3. Internal Interfacial Reservoirs: Veins, Nodes,
and Grain Boundaries

Of all the reservoirs into which SO2 can be stored follow-
ing uptake, only the class of ice–ice boundaries remains via
Unlike the air–ice interface, the grain boundaries, veins,
nodes so characteristic of polycrystalline ice offer signific
volumes and surface areas within a polycrystalline bed for
boring small molecular species like SO2 and its dissociation
products (e.g., HSO−3 ). Past studies have shown the imp
tance of grain boundaries and especially veins for accumula
species like H2SO4 and HCl (12, 49) as well as the existen
of ions in the veins (50) and therefore the liquid-like charac
of veins. Thus it is reasonable to consider ice–ice boundarie
solute reservoirs in the SO2–ice system as well.

Grain boundaries are conceivably important because o
large interfacial area (and consequently new volume) po
tially available to solute within the ice matrix itself. If the tem
perature dependence of the grain boundary width is simila
that for the thickness of the QLL and if the local roughne
of the grain boundary walls is unimportant in determining
interfacial melting (51), then the same fundamental param
(H∗D1/2dQLL) used to estimate the action of the QLL also
flects the temperature dependence of a diffusion process
grain boundaries. We are again left with the dash-dotted
in Fig. 6 and see that grain boundaries, too, give a tempera
trend that is inconsistent with that of the observations.

Veins and nodes, however, offer a significantly different
portunity for solute storage. For one thing, the network of ve
inside a polycrystalline sample can be extensive: an orde
magnitude calculation suggests lengths∼30 m cm−3 (based on
a cubic grain size of 100µm). A proper determination of th
total reservoir volume due to veins and nodes in the packed
used by C and CL would have required a microscopic invest
tion of the ice samples, a procedure not performed at that t
Nevertheless, we would not expect such a reservoir to sat

readily, especially because viscosity effects associated with
close proximity of the ice walls would tend to decrease the d
ER ET AL.
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fusivities of impurities in these reservoirs relative to those
bulk liquid water. The diffusivity in veins and grain boundarie
is unknown, but it is likely to be intermediate between that
ice and that in supercooled water (29, 52).

The vein cross sections, and hence reservoir volumes in p
crystalline ice, should be particularly responsive to tempe
ture changes. Although we have shown that the bulk melt
point is not depressed significantly at the SO2 partial pressures
used in the C and CL experiments, interfacial effects within
veins can depress the melting point substantially. In particu
Colbeck (20) has found that the melting point is locally d
pressed as a result of the curvature of the grains along
veins and necks between adjacent ice grains, an interfacial
nomenon that does not show up in traditional bulk-phase
grams (e.g., Fig. 1). The magnitude of the melting point depr
sion in veins and nodes has been treated theoretically by
(21), who extended the work of Colbeck (20) by consideri
solute effects as well. The objective of the Nye studies, as w
as those of experiments performed by Mader (22, 23), wa
examine heat and solute flow during warming and cooling
polycrystalline ice. The theoretical dependence of the radiu
curvature of ice in contact with vein fluid on the deviation
the temperature away from the melting pointT0 was found to
berv(T) ∝ (T0− T)−0.55 (21), a result corroborated by Mader
observations (22, 23). The equilibrium concentration of an
purity in the veins and the vein radii are determined by the te
perature and the interfacial energies of the liquid/solid bou
aries (21). These impurities are all nonvolatile species expe
from the ice matrix during the freezing process into the ve
and grain boundaries (typically sulfates and salts) and in a
tion the dissolved gaseous SO2. We cannot treat the influence o
the nonvolatile impurities explicitly here, because amount a
species are unknown for both experiments.

The observed temperature trend of SO2 uptake is consisten
with Nye’s theory of solute in veins and nodes. Under the
sumption that the solute solubility and diffusivity in a vein ha
the same temperature dependencies as in bulk liquid water
predicted uptake varies asεH∗D1/2, withε= Aeff

ice/Atot
ice ∝ r 2

v ∝
(T0− T)−1.1. The resulting temperature dependence is show
the dotted curve in Fig. 6, revealing relatively good agreem
with the data obtained by CL. In effect, the expansion of
vein cross section with increasing temperature opens up
opportunities for SO2 to enter the ice sample, resulting in larg
reservoir volumes and transport channels and thus greater a
ent magnitudes of uptake. The temperature dependence o
volume effect more than compensates for the decrease in ga
ubility (H∗) at higher temperature (reflected in the solid curve
Fig. 6). The nodes in the ice bed exhibit their own temperat
dependence, which is proportional tor 3

v ∝ (T0− T)−1.65, in-
troducing an effect that would lower the dotted curve somew
and lead to still better agreement with the observations.

It is important to note, however, that the case at hand diff

the
if-
from these other studies in the following ways: (a) the ice grains
and the veins in the experiments of Mader and considered in
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the theory of Nye were substantially larger than those in
packed-bed experiments of C and CL and (b) the tempera
examined in the Mader experiments were at most a few tenth
a degree below the triple point. Over such a small tempera
range, curvature effects on the depression of the melting p
tend to be smaller than solute effects. However, this is not
case for the temperatures of the packed-bed experiments, w
the temperature effect should theoretically dominate.

Of the diverse options considered, the uptake kinetics of2

into polycrystalline ice seem most likely to be governed by ve
and nodes. Whereas the veins and nodes themselves may
main reservoir for the trace gas uptake, we must acknowle
the possibility that the veins also serve as the transport chan
of the dissolved gas into some larger reservoirs. We note,
that prior to attainment of equilibrium, the rate-limiting proce
determines the nature of the uptake kinetics and masks pos
equilibrium properties, such as those arising from adsorptio
electrical effects at the vein solution–ice interface. For many
perimental and environmental applications, diffusion of SO2 or
its dissociation products through the veins appears to deter
the overall kinetics of uptake.

4.4. Applications to Ice in the Environment

Uptake of SO2 by ice in the environment modifies the atm
spheric chemical composition, as well as the chemical chara
of precipitation, snowpacks, and glacier ice. Acidic precip
tion, for instance, has long been a major topic of environme
research, with anthropogenic sulfur dioxide and nitrogen ox
identified as the main gaseous precursors of liquid-phase a
(see Lelieveld (36) for an overview). In addition, the sulfate c
centrations in ice cores reveal information about the atmosph
sulfur load in the distant past (53). Diffusion of the solutes
grain boundaries and veins might have important conseque
for the interpretation of the ice core results. Therefore, it is
particular interest to understand the mechanism of uptak
sulfur dioxide by environmental ice.

The concentrations of grain boundaries, veins, and no
within atmospheric ice have not been characterized in de
and they are expected to depend on the mechanism of ice
mation (54). Comparisons of uptake measurements of SO2 by
atmospheric ice and by laboratory ice samples are prob
atic because the percentages of ice–ice boundaries in the
regimes may differ considerably. As yet, there exists no re
for making “atmospheric ice” in the laboratory. Still, laborato
experiments, in which the ice preparation is carefully contro
and the history of uptake can be followed in time, are useful
deciphering mechanisms and for empirically relating the c
centration of a precursor in the gas phase to that in the ice.

Since diffusive processes may govern the long-term up
of trace gases by environmental ice and considerably enh
the short-term uptake, care must be taken both when ma

measurements and when applying atmospheric models. The
uptake can be used directly only if the experimental time sca
RYSTALLINE WATER ICE 155
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are long enough to observe reservoir saturation and the diffu
kinetics are parameterized in an appropriate manner. If, as
present analysis implies, veins and nodes govern the upta
trace gases, then the ice morphology (i.e., the ice grain
and vein density) must be considered. Otherwise, the resul
the uptake experiments on laboratory ice may not be dire
applicable to natural ice.

In the atmosphere, uptake of SO2 on cloud ice is likely to
be accompanied by oxidation, so the CL experiments (and
analysis of them) do not represent the full range of proces
operative in nature. On intermediate time scales, the uptak
freshly fallen snow may well be similar in several respects
the laboratory observations, in which case the observed p
sure and the temperature dependence of the uptake deve
here could be translated into parameterizations for atmosph
models. More generally, however, the absolute magnitude o
uptake of sulfur species found in the laboratory will be less th
would be found in the atmosphere due to oxidative process

An interesting parallel can be drawn between our interpre
tion of the laboratory results and the dry deposition of a tr
gas to surface ice. In order to resolve the different compon
of the overall uptake process, a surface resistance concept
be used as in conventional dry deposition schemes. Follow
the definitions of Voldneret al. (55), one calculates the depo
sition velocityvd (with, vd = jnetc−1, where jnet is flux andc is
the ambient concentration of gas) as the inverse of the ov
resistancer t = 1/vd, which in turn is the sum of the resistanc
of the individual uptake processes:r t= ra+ rb+ rs, wherera is
the aerodynamic resistance due to turbulent transfer in the
rb is the resistance due to molecular diffusion across the l
inar sublayer, andrs is the resistance due to pollutant–surfa
interactions.

Our interpretation of the packed-bed experiments sugg
that in the absence of oxidative processes the surface resis
of SO2 on fresh snow should follow the proportionality relatio

1

rs
= ε(T)× H∗

√
D√

π t
∝ 1

(T0− T)1.1
× 1√

pt
, [5]

with p the gas partial pressure,T0 the melting point of ice, and
ε(T)H∗

√
D derived from the experimental data. This approa

considers only the gas–ice interaction, as it ignores the re
tance due to gaseous diffusion within the snow pack. Baleset al.
(56), on the other hand, considered the gas-phase diffusion
the snow pack as the limiting transport process and assu
an instantaneous equilibrium at the ice surface. The phys
conditions of a given snow pack may well determine whet
gas-phase or condensed-phase diffusion limits the uptake
it is interesting that the time-dependent uptake law derived
total
les
Baleset al. (56) has the same form as Eq. [5]. Hence, the ef-
fective surface resistance in the absence of chemical reactions
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is

rs =
(

1

ε(T)H∗
√

D
+ 1

H∗
√

Dg

)
√
π t, [6]

whereDg is the gas-phase diffusivity through the air in the sno
pack. This time-dependent formulation might find use in m
eling studies on a local scale for estimating the SO2 deposition
onto fresh snow, at least when oxidative processes can b
glected. Ganzeveldet al. (57) used an exponential function
parameterize the temperature dependence of the dry depo
of SO2, but noted that their model yields too much SO2 in the
northern hemisphere during winter, which might be due to
underestimation of the dry deposition of SO2 onto snow and ice
surfaces. We suggest that parameterizations for the SO2 uptake in
local and global-scale models should reflect the partial pres
and temperature dependence given by Eq. [5]. Use of this
temperature dependence would lessen the fall-off of uptak
lower temperatures and might lead to an improved calcula
of SO2 dry deposition rates.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This analysis of the C and CL studies (as summarize
Table 1) suggests that the likely mechanism for the uptak
SO2 into polycrystalline ice is slow diffusion into an intern
reservoir, such as veins and nodes, possibly also within g
boundaries. To a significant extent, the apparent discrepa
between the measured uptakes in the C and CL studies are
resolved. The remaining differences may be due to the diffe
experimental procedures used in the two studies, such as
ferent SO2 detection techniques, different methods of surf
area determination, or different ice-packing and sintering p
cedures that might affect the specific surface area and morp
ogy of the samples. Although the precise magnitude of up
must depend on the detailed polycrystalline character of the
as determined by the ice preparation, the general form of
breakthrough curves and the temperature dependence of th
take are expected to be relatively insensitive to difference
experimental procedures.

Because uptake into major reservoirs (i.e., bulk liquid, b
ice, and the ice-vapor interface) appears unlikely, the large m
nitude of the observed uptake implies that the concentratio
SO2 in the confined reservoirs may exceed the gas–liquid e
librium value. We propose the following possible mechan
for enhancing the gas solubility in veins and grain boundar
Whereas the negative solute ions (HSO−3 ) are probably con-
fined to the veins for steric, electrical, or energetic reasons
positive hydronium ions resulting from SO2 dissociation are
relatively free to diffuse throughout the ice sample (58). Iffs

represents the fraction of the total sample volume accessib
solute, then charge conservation requires (1− fs)[H+]lattice+

fs[H+]veins= [HSO−3 ], [H+]veins= fs[HSO−3 ]. Here [HSO−3 ] is
the total ion concentration in the solute, and [H+]veins and
ER ET AL.
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[H+]lattice are the proton concentrations in the veins and
ice lattice respectively. The protons in the ice will be conc
trated in regions around the veins, of thickness given by
appropriate Debye length. Therefore [H+]veins will be less than
[HSO3−]veins. We thus expect the effective Henry’s law co
stant to be enhanced, possibly substantially, by the factorf −1/2

s

: H∗ ≈ (K H0kBT/ fsp)1/2, whereK is the equilibrium constan
of dissociation andH0 the molecular Henry’s law coefficien
In effect, the ice matrix acts as a strong sink for protons du
their relatively high mobility in ice. This loss of protons from
the vein fluid increases the local pH and shifts the equilibri
in favor of dissolved SO2. The asymmetric distribution of ion
in the ice operates in the correct sense needed to explain
large magnitudes of SO2 taken up by polycrystalline ice, but
quantitative assessment of the effect is beyond the scope o
work and remains the subject for a future study.

No sulfate was found in the ice by CL after the experime
excluding oxidation to influence the uptake in their experime
However, we must acknowledge the possibility that nonvola
impurities, which may accumulate in the veins and grain bou
aries during the freezing of the ice, might alter and possibly
hance the SO2 solubility in the veins above the solubility in pur
water. Such processes cannot be quantified lacking knowle
about species and magnitude of such nonvolatile substance

We have presented a framework for the systematic analys
the uptake of a trace gas from laboratory data involving polyc
talline ice. The interpretation of existing data leads to the hypo
esis that solute transport through the veins is the rate-limi
step and that the fluid in confined reservoirs (grain bounda
veins, and/or nodes) constitutes an important uptake rese
for SO2. This finding is consistent with the work of Mulvane
et al. (49) and Wolff and Mulvaney (12), who suggested that
accumulation sites for H2SO4 and HCl are at the ice triple junc
tions. Similarly, incorporation of both HCl and HNO3 at defect
sites and the impurity transport along one dimensional def
has been proposed by Thibert and Domin´e (16, 35). We sugges
laboratory tests of such hypotheses may be made by me
ing uptake into ice of varying degrees of polycrystallinity a
analyzing the liquid in the interstices of the ice following u
take. In general, interpretation of laboratory studies on upt
would be aided by independent studies relating the morpho
of ice samples to the preparation method, focusing on the g
boundary/vein/node system.

APPENDIX: THE FLOW TUBE EQUATIONS

We assume the flow to be isothermal and characterized
rapid lateral diffusion, so the trace gas (SO2) partial pressure
p(x, t) depends on a single spatial coordinate (x, the distance
downstream from the tube inlet) and on timet . Then, if we
ignore diffusion along the flow (x) direction, the mass continuit
relationship is
∂p

∂t
+ v ∂p

∂x
= P(x, t)− L(x, t), [A.1]
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whereP andL are the production and loss terms, respectiv
and v is the mean velocity of the air through the tube. T
SO2 partial pressure satisfies the upstream boundary condi
p(0, t) = pin for all t > 0, and the initial condition,p(x, 0)= 0
for all x > 0.

The production and loss terms can be combined and wr
in terms of the net flux of molecules toward the ice surfa
j (x, t)(m−2 s−1),

P(x, t)− L(x, t)= − j (x, t)Aeff
ice

kBT

Vair
, [A.2]

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant,Vair=FL/v is the void
volume (i.e., that portion of the packed bed filled by air), a
Aeff

ice is the ice surface area that is effectively available for upta
The effective area (Aeff

ice) is equal to the total ice surface areaAeff
ice

only if the uptake reservoir covers the entire surface, but m
typically ε= Aeff

ice/Atot
ice < 1 because uptake tends to be act

only at certain locations, such as grain boundaries, veins,
nodes. We assume the net production may also be written i
form

P(x, t)− L(x, t) = −p(x, t)/τ (t), [A.3]

whereτ (t)−1 represents the first-order rate coefficient for loss
an as-yet unspecified process. The functionτ (t) is independen
of x andp and represents the properties of the empirical sys
we seek to infer from the data. We show below that the up
processes of interest here can be cast into this form under ce
conditions.

Solution of Eq. [A.1] with Eq. [A.3] used for the net produ
tion can be achieved readily with the help of a simple trans
mation of coordinates from (x, t) to (x − vt, t). The solution is
therefore

p(x, t)= pin2(t − x/v) exp

(
−
∫ t

t−x/v

dt′

τ (t ′)

)
, [A.4]

where2(ξ ) = 0 forξ < 0 and2(ξ ) = 1 forξ ≥ 0. The nominal
transit time of gas molecules in the packed ice bed,x/v, is
of the order of seconds, while the uptake extends over ho
Hence,t À x/v over most of an experimental run, meaning th
τ (t) is approximately constant over the period of integration
Eq. [A.4]. We thus have

p(x, t) ≈ pin exp

(
− x

vτ (t)

)
. [A.5]

Note that the time scaleτ (t) measures the exponential time r
sponse of the sink at any point along the packed ice bed
least when the local SO2 partial pressure is relatively fixed i
value. To find the characteristic time for the net sink,τ (t), we
assume the surface of the sink to be in instantaneous equilib
with the local value ofp(x, t). That is, the temporal change

the partial pressure at a fixed locationx and timet is taken to
be small compared to the net loss into the condensed-ph
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p/τ (t)À |∂p/∂t |. The validity of this approximation must b
reconsidered once the sink rate is determined.

The observed uptake of a trace gas by an ice sample is
composite result of several processes operating simultaneo
Here, we consider mainly adsorption onto the surface and
fusive transport into grains, grain boundaries, veins, and no
Therefore, we expect the breakthrough curve to have at leas
regimes: an initial segment, governed primarily by surface p
cesses, and a second segment dominated by the slower diff
processes. Together, the surface and bulk transport process
termine the shape of the breakthrough curvepout(t) = p(L , t).
In the following, we compute the uptake fluxj and the charac-
teristic timeτ as functions of time and solve the resulting flo
tube equation for each uptake mechanism in order to asses
relative importance of adsorptive uptake and diffusive uptak
the packed-bed experiments.

A.1. Diffusion Kinetics

If the ice sample does not become saturated during
experiments, the ice grains in the packed bed can be
proximated by semi-infinite reservoirs with planar surfac
In this case we solve the one-dimensional diffusion eq
tion ∂n/∂t = D∂2n/∂z2, wheren is the concentration of SO2
molecules (or associated ions) in the bulk sample,z is the
coordinate perpendicular to the ice surface (i.e., depth
the sample), andD is the bulk diffusion coefficient. This
equation is solved subject to the boundary and initial con
tionsn(x, z= 0, t)= H∗p(x, t)/(kBT), andn(x, z, 0)= 0 for all
x, z> 0. Here,H∗ is the dimensionless form of the effectiv
Henry’s law constant, a measure of the overall solubility of S2

in ice (and/or in its grain boundaries/veins). The magnitude
H∗ and its dependence on partial pressure depend on wh
or not the trace gas dissociates into ions in the ice sample.

Nondissociating species.For a nondissociating species,H∗

is a function of temperature but not of the gas par
pressure. From the net diffusive flux density of molecu
to the surface, j =−D∂n/∂z= (H∗p/kBT)(D/π t)1/2 (59,
60), we derive the characteristic timeτ (t) from Eq. [A.2]:
τ (t)=Vair/(Aeff

iceH∗)(π t/D)1/2. This result satisfies the cond
tion thatτ (t) is independent ofx and p and is thus consisten
with Eq. [A.3].

We thus obtain, from Eq. [A.5], the time-dependent par
pressure at the exit of the flow tube

pout(t) = p(L , t) = pin exp
(− (t0/t)1/2

)
, [A.6]

wheret0 ≡ (L Aeff
iceH∗/(vVair))2D/π . The parametert0 is a mea-

sure of the time response of the exit pressure in the gas tha
passed over the entire ice bed. A similar equation, withε= 1, was
used by Hanson and Ravishankara (61) for interpreting trace
uptake on liquids.

Dissociating species.If SO2 dissociates during uptake, th
ase:
Henry’s law constant becomes pressure dependent and the up-
take kinetics change. For instance, the dissolution of SO2 into
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acidic water (i.e., when the second dissociation can be igno
is described by the following equilibria: SO2(g)⇀↽SO2 (1),
H2O+SO2(1) ⇀↽ H++HSO−3 . The effective Henry’s law
constant for this case isH ∗ ≡ (ntotkBT)/p = (nSO2(l) +
nHSO−3 )(kBT/p) = H0+ (K H0kBT/p)1/2, where ntot is the
number density of all sulfur-containing molecules in the bu
K ≡ nHSO−3 nH+/nSO2(l) ' n2

HSO−3
/nSO2(l) is the dissociation con

stant, andH0 is the molecular Henry’s law constant. In bulk li
uid, when SO2 dissociates and controls the solution pH,ntot =
H ∗p ∝ p1/2. If we assume the diffusivity to be independent
the pressure, we findH∗D1/2 ∝ p−1/2. Hence, for a dissociat
ing speciesτ (t) is a function ofp. Equation [A.4] does not strictly
apply in this case, but direct integration of Eq. [A.1] yields

pout(t) = pin

(
1− L

v

Aeff
ice

2Vair

√
K H0DkBT

pinπ t

)2

[A.7]

This equation is valid forp/τ (t)À |∂p/∂t |. Sincepin/pout >

0.6 for all but the shortest times, Eqs. [A.6] and [A.7] coinc
within a few percent for H ∗ = (K H0kBT/pin)1/2. Hence,
whereas dissociation of the dissolving species does not ch
the functional form of the uptake kinetics, it does lead to a p
sure dependence of the formH∗D1/2 ∝ p1/2, which strongly
affects the total amount of trace gas uptake. For simplicity
without loss in accuracy we use Eq. [A.6] in our treatment
the packed ice beds (Eq. [1]) and apply thep−1/2 dependence
in H ∗ in order to take dissociation into account. Therefo
for all but the first moments during the uptake, Eqs. [A.6] a
[A.7] coincide for a nondissociating species withH∗ = H0 and
a dissociating species withH∗ = (K H0kBT pin)1/2.

A.2. Adsorption/Desorption Kinetics

Nondissociating species.In order to find the fluxj to the
surface in this case, we solve the adsorption equationd Ns/dt =
kap(Nt − Ns)− kdNs, whereNs is the number of molecules pe
surface area of the adsorbing species,Nt the total number of
sites, andka andkd are adsorption and desorption constants
units s−1 atm−1 and s−1, respectively). From the solution of th
differential equation forNs we find the net flux of molecule
to the surface,j = d Ns/dt, and a characteristic timeτ (t) =
Vair/(Aeff

icekaNtkBT) exp[(kap+ kd)t ]. Note thatτ is independen
of x andp for small coverages of the trace gas on ice (kap/kd¿
1). Hence, for submonolayer adsorption/desorption we ob
from Eq. [A.5]

pout(t) = pin exp

(
− L

v

Aeff
icekaNtkBT

Vair
e−kdt

)
. [A.8]

Dissociating species.If the adsorbing species dissociates
the surface, the adsorption equation readsd Ns/dt= kap(Nt −
Ns)− k′dn2

s. For small coverages (Ns¿ Nt), we find τ (t) =
(Vair/kBT Aeff

icekaNt)cosh2((kak′d pNt)1/2t). In this case, the solu

tion of the flow tube equation involves an exponential integ
and must be carried out numerically.
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